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About This Game

Place tiles on the board to match the color or symbol of adjacent tiles to create 'passages' from edge to edge. Completed
rows and columns ('passages') disappear from the board. Passage 4 is an easy to learn but challenging game that incorporates the

best elements of several classic games. It will keep you fascinated for hours. Give it a try!

Features:

More than 220 levels

3 game modes with 3 levels of difficulty

6 different graphic themes

Spoken tutorial

Great sound effects and background music
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Title: Passage 4
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Netmin Games
Publisher:
Libredia
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2016
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Eh, 4000+ hours later, they deserve 10 bucks. Or 20 as the case may be. <see also the zombie auto clicker>. Interesting
Asteroids style game with a ton of mechanics going on. Definitely worth it at $2 if it looks like your sort of thing.

I highly recommend toning down some of the visual effects.. I actually forgot all about this and that I even purchased this DLC
when I got the game, I bought the game and some DLC a couple of months before I got around to playing it. Anyway, So I'm
playing now for a while and just thought that was a part of the game, I haven't played without it so I would not know how
different it would be.
But overall I think it's cool. I've spent a lot of time playing with that alone, so it sure does add quite a bit of play time.. Ultra
modern twist on a classic. Because of this you should kind of already know what to expect. If not, they've been kind enough to
provide a demo. Either way, the game is very fun and it's only going to get better (early access).. I LOVE THIS GAME <3

To be honest they should implement steam overlay so I can take so many KAWAII~ screenshot and put it in my steam artwork.

They also need to add more routes, even if its on DLC , I'll gladly buy it.
I'm hoping u guys add Ruriko route~

Edit: Incoming Princess Evangile 2 Hype!!!~. A roman clicker version of The Guild series. Dark mode is a great addition..
Good speedgame
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Very good story and deeply thought provoking. I wish it gave you the option of making your own decisions but then you
wouldn't get the great ending. At the end I felt like this is the start of a great future for this game. I want to be this person and
continue with more of an open game and more game playing mechanics.. I love playing this fun game with my brother/friends..
not as challenging as previous versions of this stalwart casual puzzler
69/100. tbh, the price tag was the big reason why i never bought this game. not because i'm a cheapskate (i kinda am, tho), but
because i wasn't sure if i'd play it enough to get my money's worth. i'll play a game for a while, then never play it again (i have
an on again\/off again relationship with swtor). also, i didn't know if i still had the patience to learn a game as complex as this
one is. so, a few days ago, a deal popped up that was too good to pass up and i said, "what the hell," and took the plunge.

the last few days i've been taking baby steps, not trying to overwhelm myself while getting used to playing an in-depth military
sim again after years of absence. now, after completing several tutorials, i see what i've been missing all this time. this took me
right back to my days of playing harpoon on my packard-bell 286 and various subsim games over the years. this is pretty much
every type of military sim all rolled into one with an amazing database of materiel to support it. i'm pretty much hooked already
and i'm not even playing real scenarios yet - a great sign. i can see that come winter, i'll still need a tan because this is what i'll be
doing in all my free time.. Issa good game. Full of puzzles n stuff. yeet
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